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11v11 - Dribbling and Running with the ball

Set Up: Have a couple of small sided fields set up - Using cones for
goals is good.
As players arrive we should have them engaged in
constructive soccer activities - rondos, skills challenges or free play.
Free Play is that as they turn up they get into a scrimmage - start with
1v1 the 2v1, 2v2 and so on. Once it gets to 4v4 maybe start a new field
- the more small sided the games are the more touches the players
will get on the ball and be engaged from the start
This can be played before the session start time and no more than 10
minutes after the start time of your session
Coaching Points:
This free play does not need to be coached, just supervised - the
players can essentially choose their own teams if they want. No
specific rules or restriction in place as the session has not started -
LET THEM PLAY.

Free Play

Set Up: 1/2 players on the outside without a soccer ball and 1/2
players in the middle with a soccer ball.
Aim: Players on the outside are on their toes ready receive the ball.
Players in the middle dribble the ball to the players on the outside and
pass to them. The receiving play (player who was on the outside) then
dribbles the ball through the middle square to another player on the
outside and the cycle continues.
Encourage players to perform a move in the middle that will help them
beat a defender and move the ball to the side and allow them to attack
space more easily.
Progression - add 1 or 2 defenders into the middle box (they cannot
leave the box to defend or win the ball). If the defender wins the ball,
they swap roles - the player they won it from now becomes a defender
and the player that won it now dribble to the outside to pass to another
player. Give points if you can receive a ball, get through the square
and pass it off again with out the defender winning your ball.

Coaching Points: 
- Positive first touch when receiving the ball on the outside
- HEAD UP to look for space and target player on the outside
- BIG touches when in space / SMALL touches when near defender or having to manipulate the ball.
- Communicate with who you are getting the ball from or who you are giving it too.

Half and Half dribbling

Set up: In lanes / channels 5 yards wide and 10 yards long players
will be in pairs - 1 attacking and 1 defending - 1 ball between 2
1v1 to end zone - player with the ball tries to beat the defender and
stops the ball on the other end line. Swap roles after each point
scored. If the defender wins the ball, they attack the end line where the
initial attacking player started.
Progression - Play 1v1 rounds for 2 minutes - 1 point for every time a
ball is successfully dribbled through the gate. Rotate partners every 2
minutes, see who can be the ultimate, undefeated 1v1 champion.
Coaching Points:
Move ball to make it unpredictable for defender
Use small touches and your body to protect the ball
Get around defender and attack the space with speed

1v1 to end zone



Let them play
Try to encourage coaching points from throughout the session.

SSG - Scrimmage

Multiple small sided fields set up for 4v4 / 5v5 games - Inside the fields
there are 3 or 4 gates (2 cones, 2 yards apart).

2 teams will play against each other in a game of possession. To
score they need to dribble through one of the gates. If successful, they
keep possession and try to score in another gate (you can not score in
the same gate twice in a row).
If the opposition win possession, they keep it and try to score points
themselves. Team with most points after 5 minutes are the winners.
Rotate the teams to play against different players.
Coaching Points
- Move the ball - move the ball to find space or a passing/dribbling
option.
- Movement off the ball - find a space to be an option for your team
mates
- Attack the gate with speed to ensure you get the point.
- Communication - Talk and communicate with your team mates. This
will help them on and off the ball.

Pass and dribble gates
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